P OWE RE D BY C LIMAT E PROS

M OR E PROTEC T I O N,
M OR E PE AC E O F M I ND.
From preventive maintenance and remote diagnostics to
equipment monitoring and automated call dispatching,
WatchTower from Climate Pros keeps your operation
ahead of the curve. It’s the first software offering in the
industry developed by technicians who understand your
business — and it’s the only digital service solution backed
by the refrigeration and HVAC experts of Climate Pros.
WatchTower collects all relevant sensor data from your
facility’s refrigeration equipment — utilizing predictive
AI to anticipate failures before they occur, tune systems
for energy-efficient operation and improve performance
over time.

W H AT I S WATC H TOW E R
AND H OW D O E S I T WO R K ?
WatchTower is scalable, cloud-based software that works
across any footprint, giving operators a comprehensive
view of all refrigeration assets at once. All it takes is a

simple connection into your facility’s existing refrigeration
supervisory control system — with no additional hardware
required, just an IP address.
Within minutes, you’ll be up and running. WatchTower
continuously monitors critical points throughout your
system — collecting and analyzing data, then immediately
acting if something is not functioning properly.

NO R AC KS? NO PR O B LEM.
WatchTower can also be a valuable tool for
operations with self-contained equipment
lacking centralized refrigeration systems
or supervisory control applications. These
facilities can still take advantage of critical
monitoring, alarming and reporting functions,
all backed by the experts at Climate Pros.

Cloud-based software solution scalable across enterprise footprints

Team of refrigeration experts
works with AI to interpret
data and drive solutions

Connects via IP address
to existing refrigeration
supervisory control system

Monitors, collects and analyzes
data from critical system points
No additional hardware needed

DI S COV E R TH E
WATC H TOW E R D I F F E R E NC E .
• An industry exclusive, pairing WatchTower’s predictive
AI with Climate Pros’ experienced technicians
to analyze, interpret and act on data
• Lower risk of catastrophic failure, costly downtime
and loss of product
• Custom reporting capabilities ensuring
FDA/HACCP compliance

A S M A RTER WAY TO STAY AWAR E.
WatchTower’s advanced AI detects
equipment problems before they reach a
critical level. When its algorithms indicate
a risk, the software diagnoses the root
cause, notifies the customer’s preferred
maintenance provider and runs post-service
checks to ensure the proper corrective action
was taken.

WHATEVER IT TAKES
At Climate Pros, we take pride in
being a trusted source for commercial
refrigeration and HVAC systems.
Here’s what sets us apart:
• Highly trained service technicians
• 24/7 emergency service
• A 90+% “one and done” repair rate

LEAR N MO R E TO DAY
See how WatchTower and Climate
Pros can help your operation reduce
downtime and save money.
Call: 630.984.4480
Email: watchtower@climatepros.com
Visit: ClimatePros.com/WatchTower

